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Introduction: The utility of non-contact technologies for screening infectious

diseases such as COVID-19 can be enhanced by improving the underlying Artificial

Intelligence (AI) models and integrating them into data visualization frameworks.

AI models that are a fusion of di�erent Machine Learning (ML) models where one

has leveraged the di�erent positive attributes of thesemodels have the potential to

perform better in detecting infectious diseases such as COVID-19. Furthermore,

integrating other patient data such as clinical, socio-demographic, economic and

environmental variables with the image data (e.g., chest X-rays) can enhance the

detection capacity of these models.

Methods: In this study, we explore the use of chest X-ray data in training an

optimized hybrid AI model based on a real-world dataset with limited sample

size to screen patients with COVID-19. We develop a hybrid Convolutional Neural

Network (CNN) and Random Forest (RF) model based on image features extracted

through a CNN and E�cientNet B0 Transfer Learning Model and applied to an RF

classifier. Our approach includes an intermediate step of using the RF’s wrapper

function, the Boruta Algorithm, to select important variable features and further

reduce the number of features prior to using the RF model.

Results and discussion: The new model obtained an accuracy and recall of 96%

for both and outperformed the base CNN model and four other experimental

models that combined transfer learning and alternative options for dimensionality

reduction. The performance of the model fares closely to relatively similar models

previously developed, which were trained on large datasets drawn from di�erent

country contexts. The performance of the model is very close to that of the

“gold standard” PCR tests, which demonstrates the potential for use of this

approach to e�ciently scale-up surveillance and screening capacities in resource

limited settings.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In Zimbabwe, the detection of COVID-19 has been central to the public health
emergency response to the COVID-19 pandemic. This has allowed for the early
identification of individuals that are likely to have the virus and placing them in
quarantine or isolation to minimize the onward spread of the virus. Globally, countries
have invested in ensuring the early identification of suspected and confirmed cases
through testing. Countries such as China and the United States that were most affected
also invested in testing and screening of cases as a major response strategy [1, 2].
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Given the high costs and feasibility of the main approaches
for detecting cases, countries have typically adopted a targeted
approach for screening with a focus on presenting symptoms and
likelihood of exposure based on travel history. The “gold standard”
test for diagnosing COVID-19 is the Reverse Transcript Polymerase
Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test due to its high sensitivity. Czumbel
et al. [3] noted, across several studies in their meta-analysis, that the
RT-PCR tests based on nasopharyngeal swab tests have a sensitivity
of 98% (95% CI 89%-100%) in previously confirmed COVID-19
infected patients. The use of nasopharyngeal test swabs is very
common globally including Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA).

Several countries, especially those in SSA, have faced challenges
in meeting reasonable COVID-19 testing coverage. This is due
to a combination of global shortages, pricing and often intensive
logistical requirements associated with conducting these tests at
scale. Global data from Our World in Data (OWID, 2022) shows
a positive correlation between GDP and testing coverage. The low
testing coverage, compounded by the delays in the provision of
test results, limits the extent to which the strategy for testing and
detection of COVID-19 can effectively be applied as a mechanism
for containing the spread of the virus in these settings.

In recent years, notable progress has been made in the potential
use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques in screening and
diagnosis for COVID-19. Two well-documentedmeans of COVID-
19 infection diagnosis using AI have employed the analysis of
either X-ray [4–8] or CT scan images [9–12]. The standard need
of a radiologist could be side-stepped should AI-based image
processing be adopted. In fact, it has been shown that COVID-
19 can be diagnosed with even higher accuracy than the RT-PCR
based test [13]. Therefore, diagnosis using CT scans may help
to overcome the sub-optimal sensitivity of PCR tests [14] and
eliminate the need for specialist doctors, who are often not available
in rural areas.

Despite the promising opportunities for the use of AI in the
detection of COVID-19, there has been limited use of detection
models in real world applications. Those developed are mainly
from pooled open source datasets established for experimentation
and with very few based on smaller datasets drawn from a localized
context [15, 16].

In this paper, we test the applicability of Deep Learning
(DL) methods on a small dataset from Zimbabwe. We explore
ways to improve the performance of the models through
a combination of techniques that include a hybrid DL and
Machine Learning (ML) model, image augmentation and image
enhancement as well as introduction of newly engineered features
derived from unsupervised learning. We propose a new model,
ZimCov_CNNRF, that fuses these elements. The performance of
the new model is assessed against the base CNN model and the
different iterations of the hybrid model.

1.2. Related work

The paper by Shen et al. [17] highlights the remarkable results
that have been observed in the application of DL for medical image
analysis, largely due to the technique’s ability to draw and learn
hierarchical feature representations from the image data. Similar

to other literature, their paper notes that DL methods require
large training data sets for them to be highly effective. Brigato and
Iocchi [18] provide a closer look at DL with small datasets. They
note that whilst ML models have a high likelihood to overfit the
training dataset, CNNs are generally highly resistant to overfitting
but model complexity should be considered. They argue that small
nets can perform better than bigger complex models in scenarios
with smaller training samples.

The use of transfer learning as a key starting point has gained
traction in the last years and several real-world applications have
utilized transfer learning andDL algorithms for pattern recognition
and classification tasks [19]. To complement deep transfer learning,
data augmentation has been increasingly used to address the
challenges of limited training data sets. It has been observed that
data augmentation is effective at improving model performance as
it prevents overfitting by modifying small datasets to possess the
characteristics of big data [20]. Most recently, hybrid models that
combine the classic CNN architecture and the ML-based Random
Forest classifier [21] have demonstrated very good performance
in image classification accuracy, obtaining 99% compared to a
standard CNN model with 94% accuracy [22]. The AI model
that combines a CNN architecture and RF algorithm is also in
line with the work of Kwak et al. [23], who showed that such
a methodology is effective when the dataset is not large. A key
feature of the procedure is the use of CNN’s automatic feature
extraction capability, and the subsequent use of the selected features
in the RF classifier. In the absence of feature extraction, the RF
would potentially suffer from the curse of dimensionality as they are
structured to perform better with fewer number of features relative
to the number of observations.

The study by Ghose et al. [24] shows that transfer learning-
driven approaches can identify COVID-19 patients from normal
individuals with high accuracy using X-ray and CT scans. The
proposed method can achieve 99.59% accuracy for X-rays and
99.95% for CT scan images. Iteratively pruned deep learning
model ensembles have also been demonstrated for detecting
pulmonary manifestations of COVID-19 with chest X-rays [25].
Abiyev and Ma’aitah [26] discuss the use of CNNs for the
detection of chest diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, pneumonia, asthma, tuberculosis, and lung diseases. They
demonstrate the feasibility of classifying chest pathologies in chest
X-rays using conventional and deep learning approaches. The
architecture and design principle of CNNs are presented and
compared with back-propagation neural networks (BPNNs) with
supervised learning and competitive neural networks (CpNNs)
with unsupervised learning. Their study demonstrates that the
use of deep convolutional neural networks in the detection of
chest diseases shows promise. The comparative results suggest
that CNNs are more accurate and efficient than other approaches
such as BPNNs and CpNNs. Research by Polsinelli et al. [27]
proposes a light convolutional neural network based on SqueezeNet
for the efficient discrimination of COVID-19 CT images with
respect to other community-acquired pneumonia and/or healthy
CT images. Akinyelu and Blignaut [28] introduce DL-based
solutions for COVID-19 diagnosis CT images and 12 cutting-
edge DL pre-trained models. All the models are trained on 9,000
COVID-19 samples and 5,000 normal images, which is higher
than the COVID-19 images used in most studies. DenseNet121
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and VGG16 achieved the best sensitivity, while InceptionV3 and
InceptionResNetV2 achieved the best specificity. Varela-Santos
and Melin [29] present a new approach to classify COVID-19
based on its manifestation on chest X-rays using texture features
and neural networks. The authors conducted experiments using
supervised learning models to accurately classify medical images
fromCOVID-19 patients and images of other lung-related diseases.
They used image texture feature descriptors, feed-forward and
convolutional neural networks to create a baseline for future
development of a system that can automatically detect COVID-19
based on its manifestation on chest X-rays and CT images of the
lungs. The hybrid approach of combining deep learning (DL) and
machine learning (ML) models proved to be effective in accurately
classifying the medical images.

The above research articles demonstrate the effectiveness
of deep learning models in detecting COVID-19 from medical
imaging, including chest X-rays and CT scans. These advancements
provide strong justification for the proposed hybrid model to detect
COVID-19. However, each of the studies has limitations in terms
of dataset size for some, modality-specific knowledge transfer,
and computational efficiency. To overcome these limitations and
improve the accuracy of COVID-19 diagnosis, a hybrid model that
combines the strengths of multiple models could be a promising
solution. Hybrid models could leverage the modality-specific
knowledge transfer approach, the lightweight CNN architecture,
and the use of multiple pre-trained models and large datasets
where available though not the case in resource limited settings.
Additionally, hybrid models could employ iterative model pruning
and ensemble learning techniques to improve performance and
reduce computational complexity.

We are not aware of any published work on these advancements
in hybrid AI models to detect COVID-19 based on a locally trained
dataset in Zimbabwe. The closest reference to similar work in
Zimbabwe is an analysis based on Kaggle’s open-source data to
train a model to screen COVID-19 infected patients versus healthy
patients [30]. Their CNN model achieved 99% accuracy.

The development of hybrid AI models for detecting COVID-
19 from medical images has the potential to revolutionize
diagnosis and treatment in resource-limited settings. The evidence
shows that by combining various approaches, hybrid models
could improve the accuracy of COVID-19 diagnosis, reduce the
risk of false negatives, and enable faster and more efficient
diagnosis. Furthermore, the combination of transfer learning, data
augmentation, and other deep learning techniques with machine
learning algorithms like Random Forests can improve the accuracy
and efficiency of medical image analysis, even in settings with
limited training data. Hybrid AI models can help clinicians to
quickly and accurately diagnose COVID-19 patients, leading to
more effective treatment and control of the disease.

2. Methods

2.1. Image data and pre-processing

We analyzed chest X-ray data obtained from a private radiology
center in Zimbabwe. A total of 984 chest X-rays were extracted in
the Digital Imaging and Communications of Medicine (DICOM)

format, an international standard for storing, processing, printing,
exporting and displaying medical image data. The R statistical
computing software was used to export images into storage folders
based on the classes (COVID and non-COVID) and in all our
analyses. The export function was configured to store images in
PNG format of size 224 × 224 pixels. In addition to the image
storage, a separate export function was used to extract and save
imagemetadata in a tabular format and this included data including
age, sex and image characteristics.

Given that the original COVID status of patients were based
on the radiologist’s reports, we validated the COVID status of
patients using laboratory data with confirmed PCR test results
for the reference period prior to categorizing the image datasets
into COVID positive and negative class folders. We used fuzzy
matching to link the separate databases using unique identifier
string variables. The approach entailed quantifying the dissimilarity
between two corresponding unique identifiers from the image
database and the laboratory database.

A total of 90 images were confirmed to belong to COVID-
19 positive patients based on PCR positive laboratory results and
a total of 420 images were retained as COVID-19 negative. The
derived sample size post verification introduced class imbalance as
the COVID-19 cases represent only 18% of the total 510 images
eligible for further analysis. Johnson and Khoshgoftaar [31] note
that the class of interest, which in our case is the COVID-19
positive group, is often the minority group having a much smaller
sample size. Training prediction models on imbalanced datasets is
challenging and often leads to poor performance [32].

2.2. Class imbalance

The verification of classes, i.e. the COVID-19 status, resulted
in a significant drop in the size of the dataset from 984 eligible
images to only 510 images. As only 90 images remained for the
positive class, there was need to address the class imbalance as
the key metrics in this analysis, particularly the accuracy, would
be unreliable. This would compound the already inherent risk of
over-fitting due to the small size of the dataset.

For this analysis we used the Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique (SMOTE) [33] to generate synthetic samples from the
minority COVID-19 positive class. This oversampling technique
makes use of an algorithm that generates new data from features’
spaces and interpolation. The approach of randomly oversampling
helps to address the challenge of overfitting and based on the
calibration also helps to overcome the class imbalance. The use
of SMOTE enabled us to use a dataset of 990 images that were
relatively balanced across the two classes as shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Data augmentation and enhancement

We used data augmentation to address the small size of
our image dataset and this entailed using a data generator that
reproduced the images in our existing dataset by making minor
alterations such as flip, rotations or zoom. The generator for data
augmentation was applied on the training sample whilst a standard
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FIGURE 1

Dataset sample size after verification and SMOTE adjustment.

generator that only re-scaled the images was used for validation
and test datasets as per standard practice. A 60%:20%:20% split
rule was applied to separate the sample across train, validate and
test respectively.

We used the histogram equalization technique [34] to adjust
the varying intensities of the images and enhance contrast in
a standardized way. Enhancing the image contrast is achieved
through spreading the most frequent pixel intensity values and
therefore allowing areas in the image having low contrast to gain
higher contrast. This approach is typically used when images are
either too dark or washed out due to a lack of contrast, balancing
out the shadows and highlights in an image. Figure 2 shows a
sample image from the dataset in its original form and after
enhancement with histogram equalization. For the purposes of this
experiment, we used the enhanced image as one of the options to
assess its added value in model performance.

2.4. Proposed model architecture and
process

Transfer learning has allowed for use of pre-trained CNNs to
classify a different problem than the one it was originally trained
for. The VGG16, developed by Simonyan and Zisserman [35], is
a 16-layer transfer learning architecture that has previously been
noted to have significantly improvedmodel performance relative to
a basic CNN even with image augmentation [36]. Another family of
transfer learning models, EfficientNets, have also been identified as
having better accuracy and efficiency than the basic CNNs [37].

The proposed architecture of the base CNN model of the
ZimCov_CNNRF, which we used to extract features from the

image dataset consists of pre-trained layers of either the VGG16
or EfficientNetB0 models with frozen weights.

The base CNN model has a sequential architecture consisting
of three hidden layers. The first layer is a dense layer with 256 units
and a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, followed by
a dropout layer with a rate of 0.4. The second layer is another dense
layer with 128 units and a ReLU activation function, followed by
another dropout layer with a rate of 0.4. The third layer is a dense
layer with 64 units and a ReLU activation function, followed by a
dropout layer with a rate of 0.4. The fourth layer is a flatten layer
that flattens the input to a 1D array, followed by another dropout
layer with a rate of 0.4. Finally, the last layer is a dense layer with
two [2] units and a softmax activation function. The model takes as
input images of size 224 × 224 and is trained using binary cross-
entropy as the loss function, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) as
the optimizer with a learning rate of 0.01, a decay rate of 1e-6, and
momentum of 0.9 with Nesterov momentum, and three evaluation
metrics: accuracy, area under the ROC curve (AUC), and recall.

The transfer learning models use the foundational EfficientNet-
B0 and VGG16 architectures pre-trained on the ImageNet
dataset. The first step is to load the pre-trained EfficientNet-
B0 or VGG16 model with the application_efficientnet_b0() or
application_vgg16() function. We set the weights parameter to
‘imagenet’ to load the pre-trained weights. The include_top
parameter is set to FALSE to exclude the final classification layer,
which will be replaced by a new set of dense layers. The input_shape
parameter is set to (224, 224, 3) to match the size of the input
images. Next, we froze the pre-trained weights in the EfficientNet-
B0 and VGG16 models by calling the freeze_weights() function.
The keras_model_sequential() function is then called to create a
sequential model. We added the pre-trained EfficientNet-B0 model
to the sequential model using the pipe (%>%) operator. Similar
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FIGURE 2

Visual presentation of original and enhanced image after histogram equalization.

to the CNN Model, the model is compiled with the binary cross-
entropy loss function, Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001,
and several metrics such as accuracy, AUC, recall, and precision.
The model can then be trained on a dataset of binary classification
tasks. The pre-trained weights in the EfficientNet-B0 model allow
the model to perform well even with a limited amount of training
data. For the proposed model, instead of compilation, the model is
completed with the flattening of the layer after the third dense layer,
after which the relevant features are extracted. Figure 3 presents a
summary of the two models.

We experimented in reducing the number of extracted features
through either Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or the Boruta
Algorithm [38]. The Boruta is a wrapper algorithm based on the
RF that has robust capabilities in feature selection as it creates a
classification model based on shadow and original attributes to
assess their importance in prediction. We applied the RF classifier
on the reduced set of variables. We extended our experiments to
compare the CNN and RF models to EfficientNetB0 and VGG16
CNNs with Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) considering the
potential of the latter to further enhance the performance by
reducing the dimensionality of the learned features and improving
the separability of different classes. Figure 4 illustrates the model
design and process.

2.5. Evaluating model performance -
overview of metrics

For this study, we used Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1 score
and area under curve (AUC) to assess performance of the models.
Accuracy is a commonly used metric as it describes how a model
performs across all classes. It is a ratio based on correct predictions
vs. total number of predictions. This metric becomes less useful
when the classes have a different magnitude of importance. For

example, in our case, correctly predicting that an individual
is COVID-19 positive is of much more importance, given the
extensive risk involved in obtaining an incorrect result, which could
lead to the continued spread of the disease. Precision on the other
hand describes how reliable the model is in classifying the samples
as Positive. Recall measures the ability of a given model to correctly
detect Positive samples. In general, a higher recall indicates that the
model has detected more positive samples. Given the use case of
COVID-19 in this analysis, the Recall was of prominent interest to
us as the goal of a good model in this case would be to correctly
detect all positive samples and the misclassification of negative
samples as positive would have minimal impact on society or public
health as opposed to positives classified as negatives. Another
metric, the F1 Score introduces a balance between Precision and
Recall as it combines the precision and recall metrics relative to the
positive class. Another metric, the area under curve (AUC) score
reflects the model’s ability to distinguish between different classes
and a higher score depicts better performance. The following
formulae summarize the computation of the ratios. The AUC is
derived from calculating the area under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) Curve, a graphical plot that is used to assess
performance of binary classifiers and has gained popularity in
diagnostic radiology and imaging systems in past decades [39]. The
following formulae summarize the computation of the ratios.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
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FIGURE 3

Summary of the CNN models with E�cientNetB0 and VGG16 used for feature extraction.

FIGURE 4

Proposed model architecture and workflow.
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FIScore =
2 x (Precision x Recall)

Precision x Recall

where TP = True Positives, TN = True Negatives, FP = False

Positives, FN= False Negatives.

3. Findings

In this section we present the findings of experiments
conducted with six different models, four of which are derived
from our proposed approach. In addition to the base CNN and
the CNN_EfficientNetB0, we developedmodels based on variations
in use of the well-known traditional models (EfficientNetB0 vs
VGG16) and also applied either Principal Component Analysis
or the Boruta Algorithm to reduce dimensionality of the datasets
prior to application of RF. Table 1 provides a summary of the
four variations of the ZimCov_CNNRF. We compare the original
CNN model with the hybrid models to assess changes in model
performance. The scenarios presented in the analysis include

TABLE 1 Description of proposed models.

Name of model Model components and
process flow

ZimCov_CNNRF_VGGPC CNN_VGG16 -> PCA -> RF

ZimCov_CNNRF_VGGBr CNN_VGG16 -> Boruta -> RF

ZimCov_CNNRF_EffnetPC CNN_EfficientNetB0 -> PCA -> RF

ZimCov_CNNRF_EffnetBr CNN_EfficientNetB0 -> Boruta -> RF

ZimCov_CNNEffnet_LDA CNN_EfficientNetB0 -> LDA

ZimCov_CNNVGG16_LDA CNN_EfficientNetB0 -> LDA

these variations in the steps toward building the hybrid models,
particularly with regards to reducing dimensionality prior to
application of the RF.

3.1. Original CNN model and transfer
learning models

Both the base CNN model (without transfer learning) and
the transfer learning based CNN-EfficientNetB0 model obtained
an accuracy of 82% after 30 epochs of training but nearly
0% in precision and recall. Figure 5 shows that although both
train and validation accuracy estimates performed above 80% for
the two models, the precision and recall were at zero, which
effectively pulled down the AUC metric. This is consistent with the
imbalanced nature of the dataset.

The results imply that the model is predicting all instances as
negative (no presence of the target class), and hence, it has zero
true positives and high false negatives, leading to zero precision
and recall values. Moreover, the model’s validation loss does not
decrease significantly (from 0.55 for Epoch 1 to 0.48 for Epoch
30), and the validation accuracy does not increase (from 0.48 or
Epoch 1 to 0.47 for Epoch 30), which is a clear sign of overfitting.
Overfitting occurs when the model starts to memorize the training
data instead of learning the underlying patterns. Consequently,
the model fails to generalize to new, unseen data. We utilized
the SMOTE technique to address the problem of overfitting in
our machine learning model. SMOTE works by creating synthetic
samples of the minority class by interpolating new instances
between existing minority class samples. This helps to balance the
class distribution, which in turn reduces the likelihood of the model

FIGURE 5

Performance metrics for original CNN model and CNN with E�cientNetB0.
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overfitting on the majority class. We applied the SMOTE technique
to our dataset by oversampling the minority class to achieve a more
balanced distribution between the two classes. This allowed the
model to learn from more representative samples of the minority
class and better generalize to unseen data. By using SMOTE, we
were able to effectively address the overfitting problem and improve
the performance of our model on both the training and testing
datasets. The SMOTE-based adjustments to balance the dataset was
only applied to the data sets of extracted features for subsequent
modeling with RF.

3.2. CNN random forest hybrid model
performance

The ZimCov_CNNRF models exhibited improved predictive
capacity as the accuracy, precision, recall and F1 increased to above

TABLE 2 Summary of performance metrics for the di�erent models.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Original CNN 82.40 0.00 0.00 NA

CNN_EfficientNetB0 82.10 0.00 0.00 NA

ZimCov_CNNRF_VGGBr 95.30 95.00 96.20 95.60

ZimCov_CNNRF_VGGPC 94.90 91.80 99.40 95.40

ZimCov_CNNRF_EffnetPC 95.60 95.60 96.20 95.90

ZimCov_CNNRF_EffnetBr 96.00 93.80 96.20 95.00

ZimCov_CNNEffnet_LDA 89.90 87.20 94.90 90.90

ZimCov_CNNVGG16_LDA 93.90 89.70 100.00 94.60

91% for all variations. The ZimCov_CNNRF_VGGPC had the best
recall at 99.4% followed by the two EfficientNetB0 based models,
ZimCov_CNNRF_EffnetBr and ZimCov_CNNRF_EffnetPC at
96.2%. Both latter models obtained the highest accuracy scores
(96%) whilst the ZimCov_CNNRF_EffnetBr attained the highest F1
Score of 96%.

The EfficientNetB0 with LDA (ZimCov_CNNEffnet_LDA)
attained 89.9% Accuracy and 94.9% Recall whilst the VGG16 with
LDA (ZimCov_CNNVGG16_LDA) had 93.9% Accuracy and 100%
Recall. A summary of the performance of these models is included
in Table 2.

We visualized model performance using ROC curves
illustrating the AUC scores. Figures 6, 7 show that the AUC scores
increased from 0.5 for the CNN models to a minimum of 0.98 for
the hybrid ZimCov_CNNRF models. The curves for the original
CNN and the CNN_EfficientNetBo transfer learningmodels shown
in Figure 6 are very close to the 45-degree diagonal line, which
indicates the low accuracy of these models. Our proposed models,
however, have curves further away from the diagonal line and
the estimated area under these curves together with the accuracy
measures show that the proposed models have better performance
compared to the original CNN models (as seen in Figure 7). The
performance of the ZimCov_CNNRF is comparable to that of PCR
tests that have 98% accuracy in COVID-19 detection [3].

4. Discussion

CNNs have reliably outperformed other deep learning and
machine learning models in their accuracy in image detection
for classification of diseases [40]. The deep learning models have,
however, typically relied on large datasets with good quality and
often curated images for good performance. Whilst Random

FIGURE 6

ROC curves for the original CNN and the CNN E�cientNetB0_models.
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FIGURE 7

ROC curves for ZimCov_CNNRF models.

Forests have proved to be equally robust in handling classification
problems, their utility in computer vision has been limited due
to the curse of dimensionality arising from the large volume
of pixel features defining the images. Our experimental analysis
relied on a hybrid model in which the CNN is used to provide
the first level of feature extraction, complemented by either
additional feature extraction through the Boruta algorithm or
dimensionality reduction using Principal Component Analysis;
thereafter we implement RF as the final classifier. The hybrid
ZimCov_CNNRF models based on images with enhanced quality
and adjusted sample size using SMOTE performed better that the
CNN model even after inclusion of transfer learning based on the
traditional classic models, in this case VGG16 and EfficientNetB0.
We observed that the performance of the hybrid models matched
those typically obtained in similar analysis undertaken for large
publicly obtainable data sets [41].

Our findings show that a stepwise procedure incorporating
pre-processing techniques for image enhancement, sample size
adjustment using SMOTE, and inclusion of a dimensionality
reduction layer enhances performance of CNN deep learning
models for detection COVID-19 in a relatively small chest X-ray
image data set. The potential value add of a hybrid model with
EfficientNetB0 or VGG16 and dimensionality reduction stages are
demonstrated through the model performance including for the
LDA. By leveraging the learned features from the CNN and the
dimensionality reduction capabilities of Boruta, PCA and LDA,
the hybrid models can achieve higher accuracy and generalization
performance on these tasks compared to eithermodels individually.
The advantages of the proposed method are as follows:

• The CNN’s feature extraction property proves to be more
efficient in feature extraction and enhances generalizability

due to its ability to handle a large spectrum of features.
The forward and backward propagation algorithm
characteristic of the CNN allows it to automatically learn
and extract features in convolutional layers much more
efficiently [42].

• The application of PCA or Boruta algorithms introduces an
important layer of dimensionality reduction as the number of
CNN extracted features remains disproportionately high when
applying CNN’s automatic feature extraction property on a
small sample of images. This is important as the performance
of the RF is typically affected by the number of features used
in the decision trees.

• The RF, as an ensemble of decision trees for classification,
enhances the reliability of the prediction model. The RF
procedure introduces additional randomness as it grows
several trees and searches for the best features during the
splitting of a random subset of features, which improves
accuracy and lessens variance whilst handling the problem
of overfitting.

• The use of image augmentation and sample size adjustments
allows for practical use in real world clinical settings where
image data is typically few and not curated.

The performance of the ZimCov_CNNRF models is close
to relatively similar approaches [41]. Our analysis demonstrated
that the hybrid model based on either the EfficientNetB0 or the
VGG16 with Random Forest and PCA dimensionality reduction
outperformed other comparator models in detecting COVID-19,
achieving an accuracy above 95% and recall of up to 99%. This
result is consistent with some recent studies that also utilized hybrid
models combining CNNs with other algorithms to detect COVID-
19. For instance, a study by Zivkovic et al. [43] reported an accuracy
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of 99% using a hybrid model combining a CNN and an XGBoost
classifier. Another study by Ahlawat and Choudhary [44] achieved
an accuracy of 99% using a hybrid model that combined a CNN
with a support vector machine (SVM) classifier whilst Ozturk et al.
[45] achieved an accuracy of 98.08% (binary classification) for their
darkNet model of an image detection system (You Only Look
Once - YOLO). However, our results are higher than some other
studies that utilized only CNN models for COVID-19 detection
and that have relatively small size datasets. For example, a study
by Apostolopoulos and Mpesiana [46] reported an accuracy of
93.48% using a VGG19 based CNN model for binary classification.
Sahinbas and Catak [47] developed CNN transfer learning
models using ResNet, DenseNet, InceptionV3, VGG16 and VGG19
foundational architectures to detect COVID-19 from X-ray images
with a training dataset of 50 COVID-19 positive and 50 COVID-19
negative patients. VGG16 outperformed the other models with an
accuracy of 80%.

Overall, our study demonstrated the superiority of the hybrid
model based on EfficientnetB0 with Random Forest in detecting
COVID-19, with a higher accuracy compared to other studies
that utilized only CNN models or other hybrid models. The work
presented here is of interest since, unlike these previous works,
we are limited to a small data set obtained from Zimbabwe.
The performance of the model, falling only nearly two percent
below the accuracy of the “gold standard” PCR tests demonstrates
the potential for use of this approach to scale surveillance and
screening capacities in resource limited settings. The proposed
model and approach offers several practical advantages in resource-
limited settings:

• Firstly, these models can be trained on relatively small
datasets, as demonstrated in our study, which makes them
suitable for settings where access to large datasets may
be limited. This can potentially increase the availability of
COVID screening tools even in remote rural clinics where
specialist medical practitioners such as radiologists are in
short supply.

• Moreover, hybrid models combining CNNs with
other algorithms can provide higher accuracy in
COVID detection compared to models utilizing only
CNNs or other algorithms. This can improve the
reliability of COVID screening tools in resource-limited
settings where there may be a shortage of trained
medical personnel.

• In Zimbabwe, three critical considerations that underscore
the importance of this method and similar technologies
include the numerical inadequacy of specialist health
professionals including radiologists given high staff
attrition, the high cost of accessing specialist medical
services and the absence of structured medical imaging
information in public health institutions. A deliberate policy
is needed, which will support an investment in best practice
approaches for storing and managing medical image data
complemented by systemic use of the proposed models as
clinical decision support systems for the few radiologists
in service. This could go a long way toward facilitating
efficiency gains and equity in the provision of screening and
diagnostic services.

The proposed approach also has some limitations and potential
disadvantages that are discussed below:

• The feature extraction process based on the CNNs without
transfer learning can result in a significantly high number of
features that cannot be used in subsequent steps with reliable
accuracy even after application of dimensionality reduction
techniques. The CNN feature extraction procedure is therefore
dependent on the use of appropriate transfer learning.

• Data for the experimental analysis was obtained from one
institution and it may be useful to validate with data from
other institutions in Zimbabwe.

• These models require access to high-quality medical imaging
equipment, which may not be available in all settings.
Additionally, the development and maintenance of these
models may require significant resources and expertise, which
may not be available in all resource-limited settings.

5. Conclusion

A novel classification model for diagnosing COVID-19 patients
based on a hybrid CNN and RF architecture was presented. The
use of RF in the classification of an image-based dataset was made
possible due to the representation capability of CNNs supported by
the dimensionality reduction capabilities of the Boruta algorithm
and PCA. Our method achieved significantly improved accuracy,
precision and recall relative to a standard CNN model even after
application of transfer learning. The transformation of image data
into a tabular format will allow for potential integration of other
individual patient characteristics. The steps toward prediction
i.e. image quality enhancement, dimensionality reduction via PCA
or Boruta and finally the use of a RF for prediction can be fully
automated, which allows for integration of this model into digital
applications for non-invasive detection of COVID-19. The use
of local data, which typically has size limitations, could provide
useful insights into how routinely collected medical image data
could be integrated into a structured health care management and
public health emergency response. Furthermore, these models can
be implemented in public health settings with limited resources and
can help eliminate the need for specialist doctors, who are often not
available particularly in rural areas. Our method can be replicated
for other chest X-ray image-based datasets.
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